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(MUSIC)

VILLAGE ON MOUNTAINSIDE

NARRATCR (VOICEÿ) :

The people in this remote Asian village

suffer from health problems--since they

haven't been able to learn about clean

wa:ÿr and basic sanitation.          (7)

WCREIRS IN FIELD In West Africa, young men with no way

of

techniques have been forced to abandon

the land and drift to overcrowded

cities.                             ( 8 )

MAN ZÿKING/ÿ SmmE In Western Europe and North America,

poorly educated young people lack the

basic skills to find jobs in a complex

work emviroÿmt.                   (8)

CRÿD/POÿCE OFÿCÿ In the newly ÿ African nation

of Namibia, a lack of reading skills

posed special problems in the voting

process.                         (6)

And in Latin America, those wit2xm/t

schooling cannot benefit from helpful

social programmes.                  (4)
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VIDEO AUDIO

GRÿiMÿ

NARRATOR (VOICE-OVER) :

Five continents.  One problem.

Illiteracy. (3

II!]JSTRATION/STREET SIGN/
Dÿ AD/NEWSPAPER HEADI!]qES

If you were illiterate this is how you

ould see the world - a combination of

confusing symbols.  It would be a

struggle to find out even the most

basic information.  Only through

literacy does the picture become

unscrambled.                   ( 12 )

Over one quarter of the world's people

cannot read or write.  Wcmen are the

mÿt disadventaged. One ÿan in three

compared to one man in five is

illiterate.  But the United Nations,

along wÿth ÿ and other

gniÿtiÿs, is taking action to

solve the problem in all parts of the

world.  The goal is to ÿially

reduce illiteracy during the next

decade.                        (26)

SYNC:

NARRATCR QN ÿ '"ÿhat does "literacy" actually mean?  A
literate person is one who is able to
read and write, and knows enough
mathematics to function in his or her
ommmity."

(9)
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VIDEO AUDIO

SYNC:

NARRATOR ON CAMERA "I'm Josh Blake.  And not only am I a
television actor, but I'm also a member
of Club Ed, a group of young actors
reaching out to help some 30-million
school age children.  Our message is:
Get the most out of your education
now--so you can do whatever you want
later on."

(16)

"I really don't know where I'd be today
as a television actor had I not been
litex-ate.  ÿen I receive a script, I'm
expected to read it and I'm also
expected to memorize all of my lines in
that particular show. Had I not been
able to read, I'd be out of a job."

(z4)

FARMER READING BOÿ

BALI_OT

(VOICE-OVÿ) :

Without literacy people are unable to

get the information they need to cope

in a complicated world.  A farmer needs

to learn to rotate his a mother

must understand that unclean water can

give her child dysentery and it is

difficult for people who cannot read or

write to take part in political

activities.                     ( 19 )
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PEOPLE WAITING TO VOTE

RURALÿ CÿLmUÿ

PEOPLE WINKING IN FIELD

GRAPHICS/MAP OF AFRICA

cu SAMPLE BALLOT

NARRATOR (VOICE-OVER) :

This problem was clear in Namibia.  At

the time of independe!Kÿ, many

Namibians, voting for the first time,

were incapable of reading the names of

the candidates - much less learning

about their qualifications.  In order

for most of the people to vote,

pictures and symbols, representing

political parties, were placed on the

ballot.                    (20)

It is alarming that over 100-million

children of primary school age in poor

countries are not able to go to school.

At the same time, in each part of the

orld, people are discovering solutions

to illiteracy.                       (13)

In Africa, more than half of the people

cannot read or write or mrkÿ-tand

simple arithmetic.                  ( 4 )

In the West African nation of Sierra

Leone, men drift to cities in searcÿ of

jobs.  Since so many of them are

illiterate, employment is difficult to

find.  The UNESCO assisted Bunumbu

Project aims to tackle two problems--

illiteracy and urban overcrowding.

(16)
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CLASSROOM SCENE

'CLEAN ÿATER' CLASS

NARRAT(ÿ (VOICE-OVER):

ne prmgramme deals with literacy in a

way that relates to individual and

ccÿmmity needs.  When lessons focus on

topics important to students, they will

understand that literacy means improving

their lives.                       ( 14 )

WITHÿ IN BLUE Teachers are trained to blend reading

and arithmetic classes with advice on

%Drking the land.  Going out into the

fields with their pupils, the

instructors show how to apply

agricultural theories.            ( i0 )

BOY AT ÿ(ÿOARD Zÿ - a rural classroom where a

d%ild learns mthematics.           (4)

BOY WRITING Zimbabÿ's dedication to literacy has

had a positive outcume.  The cÿmtry's

has risen dramatically in

recent years, following the

govermmmÿt's full-scale education

efforts.                         (i0)

GRAPHICS/MAPOFASIA The literacy campaign is just as strong

in Asia.                         (2)
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HILLSIDE VILiASE

YOUNG VII!AGE GIRLS

KIDS ÿ CLASSROCM

NARRATOR (VOICE-OVER) :

A study of Nepal's distant, hil_i

underscored the extremely harsh l iv:

conditions.  There was a shortage of

food; one in fourteen infants died, and

those who did live to adulthood rarely

survived past age forty.  A plan was

developed by the United Nations to help

put an end to these problems.      (20)

As in many other regional literacy

rogrÿ/anes assisted by UNESCO, females

were given special attention.  In

Nepal's Seti  ne, parents

traditionally have not educated girls,

believing that after marriage, they

could no longer contribute to the

household. As part of the prograÿsÿ

called Cheli Beti - the local term for

"young girl" - students not only learn

reading and writing skills to prepare

them for life outside the village, but

also are given much needed information

about health care, clean water and

basic hygiene.                    ( 32 )

In Bangladesh, lesscrÿ include reading,

writing, arithmetic and social

studies. This song explains the mÿt

productive way to plant rice.       (I0)
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KIDS CHANTING

KIDS LEAVING SCH£DL

AND MCRIÿ AMP!CA

KID WRITING

NARRATOR (VOICE-OVER):

The HRAC programme - targeted to

children 8 to i0 years old from the

poorest families, includes 2,500

village schools. (7)

Remarkably, the cost is only $15 per

student a year.                    (3)

As in other United Nations progra[ÿ,

organizers of HRAC - the Bangladesh

Rural ÿ Oummittee - hope the

yourÿjsters bring important information

frcÿ the classroom home, ÿ their

parents' teachers.              (12)

In Western Europe, erie out of every 20

persons is illiterate.  The picture is

even more grim in the United States -

which has one of the highest illiteracy

rates of any industrialized country.

Twerÿy three million adults cannot read

or write above a fourth grade level.

(16)
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WORKERS ARRVING AT WORK

TUTCR AND GÿN

ONÿ

MAN IN PRISON CELL

AUDIO

NARRATOR (VOICE-OVER) :

Although the vast majority of those who

are illiterate are hard-working and

law-abiding, some three quarters of all

prison inmates, most of whom are under

25, are illiterate.

(1o)

Glen, who learned to read in prison,

believes he would not have resorted to

crime, had he been literate.

(5)

SYNC:

"I didn't ...  like go out and get jobs
and stuff, because I knew I couldn't
fill out the applications and I'd just
pick up jobs that I knew I didn't have
to fill out the applications ... and
then I wasn't making enough money so I
did other stuff and ended up getting
into ÿle."

(20)

NARRATOR (VOICEÿI :
hen Glen leaves prison, he will be

better prepared to begin a new life.

(4)
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VIDEO

WCMAN AND CHILD ÿALKING

CHILD PIAYING GAME IN CLASS

TERESA AT ÿ

AUDIO

Tÿ (ÿIÿZR) :
Teresa is a 28-year-old Kentucky mother

with four children.  She dropped out of

school when she married at age 13.  She

doesn't want her children to make the

same mistake.

(ii)

Now, Teresa pursues a high school

diploma through the PACE programme,

which educates mothers and their

pre-sc.hool children at the same time.

(7)

While Teresa ÿ her reading

skills, her four-year-old daughter

Holly, aÿ classes down the hall.

(6)

She is being taught to express herself

clearly and intelliqerfc!y.          ( 3 )

SYNC:

'"ÿe have a lot of children that ÿcn't
talk very muÿh.  At hume their mums
would probably let them get away with

inting a.d ÿ and we em't ÿo
that.  We emcoursge that they use words
here. N

(1o)
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MOTHER READING TO DAUGHFER

NARRATOR (VOICE-OVER) :

Research demonstrates that the literate

mother is best able to educate her

children.

(5)

SYNC-

NARRAÿ ON ÿ "In a society where educational choices
are available, students are leaving
school in alarming numbers. Drugs,
family prablems and teenage pregnancy
are three of themost ÿ
contributing factors to the drop-out
rate in the United States.  But it
doesn't takÿ long on the street to
realize the disadvantages of having an
inoumplete education.  Fortunately - at
schools like New York City's Satellite
Academy - students are offered a second
chance. 11

(28)

CU%SSROaM SCÿE
NARRATCR (VOICE-OVER):

The Satellite Academy's 200 students

all had problems which forced them to

leave school.  Now these students are

oummitted not only to receiving an

education, but succeedirÿ in later life.

(ll)
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DAY CARE CENTER

WO GIRLS ÿglÿ SCH00L

NANCY GN CAMÿA

NARRATOR (VOICE-OVER) :

Young mothers do not have to worry

about finding a babysitter while they

learn because the Satellite Academy has

a day-care facility.  Mothers drop off

their children and go to class knowing

that their children are well cared for.

(12)

Nancy Reyes and Miriam Cruz are both

Satellite Academy students with young

daughters.  TPÿy were out of school

when their children ÿere barn, and have

to retl/2T1.               (9)

I asked Nancy and Miriam why they

back to school.                (2)

SYNC:

" ... so my mother would always tell me
"go back to school - you need your
education if you wÿnt it for the future
for you and your daughter."  So I
started thinkirÿ and I said "it's true"
... if I wzhnt agood future formy
daughter, I have to first get my

tian and have a future for myself."

(15)
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MIRIAM ON CAMERA

STREET KIDS

WUÿAN FEICKHÿ ÿR

GRARUCS/Umm AMÿUCA

SYNC:
"I was pregnant at the time in school,
then I left, and I used to do pretty
much the same thing Nancy ÿould do ...
stay home, watch soap operas and it
used to be like ... it was so boring.
The days would just drag by and I
figured its better that I do go to
school so that I can have something to
teach my daughter,  it was really
necessary that I came back to school
for my well-being as much as hers."

NARRATCR (VOICE-OVER) :

In Latin America, illiteracy hinders

progress.  Brazil--with some 20 million

adult illiterates--is a typical case.

(s)

TO prevent the oountry's seven million

homeless children from joining the

ranks of illiterate adults, the Brazil

Street Children Project goes into the

slums and alleyways with a useful

message - 'ÿith the right skills, you

do not have to remain homeless forever."

(14)

In Tinaja de Negrete, Mexico, hundreds

of young adults are using literacy

skills to improve the quality of their

lives.

(6)

(24)
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WOMEN XN CLASS

'S CCÿmJIÿR CLASS

AND ÿTE NEWSREEL

WÿMAN ÿ CLASS

IÿTOR (VOICE-OVER) :

Inis prÿ is sponsored by Laubach

Literacy International, one of the many

private educational organizations which

prumÿte literacy.

(8)

Maria Vasques Venegas nearly lost her

first child because she was unable to

read the instructions on a bottle of

medicine.  Through the programme, Maria

learned literacy and health care skills

that eventually allowed her to open a

small clinic in her home, and provide

midwife services to her ccmmmity.

(18)

Costa Rica does not have an army.

, funds are used to prumote

literacy ... unusual in a world where

about $20,000 each year is spent on one

soldier and only $350 on a child's

tion.                      ( 14 )

In 1980, Nicaragua showed that a

ell-planned literacy campaign could

have dramatic results. (5)
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ZICÿDISTAS IN BOATS & TRLK:KS

RURAL LITERACY CLASSES

TEhCHERS & I:KJPII.S ÿLTTING TOGETHÿ

NARRATOR (VOICE-OVER) :

ne National Literacy Crusade mobilized

more than one hurglred thousand

volunteers to teach reading, writing,

and arithmetic to illiterate

fazTmÿrkers.  The volunteers lived in

remote villages, places that had never

had a school or teacher.  Not only

children, but also grarÿents were

given their first opportunity to learn

to read.  In less than one year,

Nicaragua's literacy rate rose fmum

about fifty to over eighty percent.

(32)

WO WGMÿN ÿ%[KING In Guatemala, rural ÿ0men do not have

time to go to school.  They're expected

to perform countless tasks, the most

time-nDcrÿning of which, is grinding

the daily corn by hand.  But in this

village, a corn mill provided by the

United Naticrÿ, shortens the workday

and alloÿ the wummÿ to attend classes.

(25)

RADIO A radio education programme sponsored

by UNICEF uses many of the regions'

local languages.

(5)
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SItDENTS LISTENING TO RADIO

NARRATOR (VOICE-OVER) :

Radio is particularly helpful in

teaching literacy to people in remote

places.  Since in 1950's, several

million people in different parts of

the world have learned reading through

radio and television.

(12)

PI/3S/LIVE AT 5ÿ KDPPEL The media has alerted the public to the

problÿs caused by illiteracy--while

ing viewers to seek help

through available literacy ÿ.

(s)

JOHNSON GN ÿ

SYNC:

"It took a lot of guts for me to walk
into this building and say ... "I can't
read  ,. I|

(8)

SYNC-

GNÿ "As we've just seen, without education,
people, especially young people, are at
a severe diÿ.  More than 40
years ago, the Lÿ declared educatien a
basic human right."

(14)
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YOUNG BOY LISTENING
NARRATOR (VOICE-OVId) :

An event to encourage children and

families to read together was held at

the UN on International Literacy Day,

1989.  Amonq those who took part was US

First Lady Barbara Bush ... the event

marked the beginning of a ten-year

campaign to promote literacy worldwide.

(17)

All of us ... ÿts, teachers,

parents and govÿ ... can help.

Everyone should be able to read and

write ... everyone has the right to

education.                       (iO)

CREDITS                          (MUSIC)


